
Allerdale Borough Council

Executive – 8 November 2017

Tender Evaluation Fleet

The Reason for the Decision The Council needs to replace white fleet 
vehicles. Some are leased vehicles at 
the end of existing lease agreements, 
some are owned vehicles at the end of 
life.    Approval is sought to appoint a 
new 5 year contract for Contract Hire of 
fleet to the successful tenderer (Supplier 
A). 

Summary of options considered There are 2 options available to 
members

 Option 1 Award the Contract to 
the highest scoring supplier for 
Contract Hire. The potential for 
fixed costs with minimal internal 
expertise is a key benefit for the 
council 

 Option 2 Seek external borrowing 
and separate the supply from 
maintenance of council vehicles. 
This is considered to be high risk 
for the council. 

Recommendations 1. Recommend that the council leases 
the replacement fleet. This has been 
identified as the best funding option 
for the council when considering the 
risks of ownership.  Contract hire has 
been identified as the best way of 
meeting the council’s fleet 
requirements at this time.  The 
potential for fixed costs with minimal 
internal expertise is a key benefit for 
the council.  

2. Recommend that the Executive 
accepts the decision to award the 
Contract for white fleet vehicles to 
Supplier A, which was the highest 



scoring tenderer on price and quality.  
The five year contract is valued at 
£196,939.77.

Financial /  Resource Implications Total expenditure over 5 years for leased 
vehicles is £196,939.77 (possible 
expenditure up to £254,966.97 this is to 
‘call-off’ the requirement from the 
successful supplier as and when they 
are needed.  Using a Framework 
agreement means we can call off less 
but not more than the number of 
vehicles we stipulate).  The Funding of 
fleet is through existing budgets for 
council vehicles.  A growth bid has been 
submitted for the owned vehicles that 
are being replaced by a lease.  The 
growth bid is for an additional £11,245.   

Legal / Governance Implications The procurement was carried out using 
Halton Housing Trust Framework which 
is open to public sector and not for profit 
third sector organisations. Official Journal 
of European Union (OJEU) references. 
Contract notice reference number 2016/S 
219-398789. Contract award notice 
reference number
2017/S 010-014700 

Community Safety Implications N/A 

Health and Safety and Risk 
Management Implications

Improved safety for lone workers and 
improved duty of care through better 
understanding and deployment of 
vehicles by the use of tracking and 
telematics.

Equality Duty considered / Impact 
Assessment completed

The decision is not considered to have 
any adverse negative impacts on any 
group with a protected characteristic.  

Wards Affected None 

The contribution this decision would 
make to the Council’s priorities

Creating a Sustainable Business, 
Strengthening our Economy, Improving 
Health and Wellbeing 



Is this a Key Decision  Yes 

Portfolio Holder Councillor Konrad Hansen 

Lead Officer Elaine Ridings 
Commissioning Manager
elaine.ridings@allerdale.gov.uk

Report Implications

Community Safety N Financial Y
Legal Y Partnership N
Social Inclusion N Asset Management N
Equality Duty N Health and Safety Y
Employment (internal) N Employment 

(external to the Council)
Y

1.0 Background

1.1 The existing Council fleet consists of 22 vehicles which includes, 10 leased 
vehicles and 12 owned vehicles.  All owned vehicles are at least 3 years old 
with a number approaching 10 years old, 8 of the leased vehicles are coming 
to the end of their lease period. All but 1 vehicle run on diesel fuel.

1.2 A review of existing arrangements for fleet management has highlighted that 
the existing arrangements do not provide robust, control or effective utilisation 
of council vehicles.  There is a proliferation of spend due to different lease 
arrangements with a variety of different prices and support for leased vehicles. 
 

1.3 There is no fleet manager role within the council to ensure effective utilisation 
and management of the fleet.  There is no way of measuring or understanding 
driver behaviours, skills and driving to ensure vehicles are being driven as 
safely, economically and sustainably as possible.

1.4 At present there is no consistent branding on council vehicles (some vehicles 
with Allerdale Borough Council logos and some without).  Old vehicles cause 
greater levels of pollution and are unreliable increasing the downtime of 
council vehicles and impacting on service delivery.

mailto:elaine.ridings@allerdale.gov.uk


2.0 Content (to include alternative options considered)

This report provides the background and context to the procurement process 
undertaken for the fleet procurement and summaries the key stages in the 
procurement cycle:

 Analysis 
 Plan
 Do 
 Review   

2.1 Analysis of need 

2.1.1 In order to understand the council’s requirement for fleet there has been 
engagement with key stakeholders. All departments with council vehicles have 
been involved in discussions about the procurement of vehicles.  
Representatives from services have been asked their views and invited to 
meet potential suppliers.

2.1.2 A Discovery Day with fleet suppliers to look at options was held on the 14th 
June 2017.   There has been an opportunity to trial a number of vehicles 
including electric vehicles.  There have been meetings with a range of 
suppliers.  There has been consultation with all staff on proposed changes to 
fleet including what vehicles are required for their service area now and in the 
next 5 years.  

2.1.3 A procurement scoping report on Fleet went to SMT on the 20th July where it 
was agreed that only ‘white fleet’ would be included in the tender.  That is 
existing and replacement vans/cars used mainly by Community Services.    
‘Grey fleet’ drivers and use of ‘pool cars’ for services requiring regular travel, is 
to be investigated as a later phase of this project. 

2.2 Plan 

2.2.1 An options appraisal has been carried out to determine the right method to use 
to procure vehicles.  There has also been an appraisal of how to fund the 
vehicles i.e. whether to lease or buy. This has taken into account ‘whole life 
costs’ for the vehicles.  In most options appraisals a ‘do nothing option’ would 
be considered.  However this was not an option as most leased vehicles are 
coming to the end of contract and owned vehicles are approaching end of life. 

2.2.2 When looking at how best to procure it was decided to use a public sector 
framework agreement. Framework agreements enable the public sector to 
benefit from shared sourcing and procurement strategies.  This is particularly 
valuable where there is no existing expertise in a specific category such as 
fleet, which has particular risks.  The public sector buying groups who 



administer the frameworks have access to buyers with fleet category expertise 
and best practice sourcing as well as discounts by aggregating demand.  

2.2.3 When looking at the various public sector frameworks available to use it was 
decided to use the Halton Housing Trust Contract Hire Framework, whilst 
almost identical in most respects to a number  of other public sector 
frameworks (OJEU compliant and free for the council to use) has two distinct 
advantages from the other frameworks in that they (i) provide disclosure of 
information required to determine whether lease qualify as an operating lease 
under regulations with supply certificates (ii) they provide assistance with 
competitions.  They also had access to more suppliers on their framework than 
some similar frameworks.  

2.2.4 Once prices were identified in the tender a comparison of the whole life costs 
was carried out by Capita to enable the council to decide whether the contract 
hire option offers Value for Money when compared to buying the vehicles.  The 
advice by Capita is part of our ongoing contract with them and includes advice 
on lease arrangements. 

2.3 Do 

2.3.1 In choosing to use an existing public sector framework the procurement had 
already undergone an OJEU compliant tender.  A ‘call off’ from the framework 
for a mini completion with suppliers on the framework went out on the 14th 
August with a closure date of 25th August. 

2.3.2 An evaluation panel consisted of Darren Sewell, Operations Manager 
Community Services, Sandra Sedgwick Assistant Accountant, Elaine Ridings, 
Commissioning Manager, and Barbara Watson Procurement Officer. 

 
2.3.3 The weighting of the criteria in the mini competition was as follows:

Table 1
Criteria Value 
Quality/Technical Skills 60% 
Environmental/social value 10% 
Price 30% 

 
2.3.4 In the environmental /social value method statement suppliers were requested 

to show how they would use local suppliers for supply and maintenance of 
vehicles to reduce environmental damage by reducing unnecessary journeys 
and to support local SMEs.   ISO 14001 certification was a necessary quality 
standard for all bidders on the framework1.  

1 ISO 14000 is a family of standards related to environmental management that exists to help organisations (a) minimise how 
their operations (processes, etc.) negatively affect the environment (b) comply with applicable laws, regulations, and other 
environmentally oriented requirements, and (c) continually improve in the above



2.3.5 The council received five bids in the framework competition (scores Appendix 
2).  Key strengths of the successful tenderer (Supplier A)   were:

 They offered the best price overall. 

 They can offer mobile repairs to avoid unnecessary downtime.  

 They operate a ‘Driver line’ which is a 24/7 facility for all drivers 
accessed via an App, website or phone.  

 They are integrated with the AA breakdown systems so can track any 
breakdowns and monitor progress.  

 They provide as part of the contract a driver web based dash board 
giving live information which will:

o Track status of vehicles being delivered / serviced. 
o Traffic light system to manage downtime of vehicles 
o Enable us to view due and overdue accounts/invoices/click on 

invoices to check details 
o Provide reports to the council from the Dash board that can be 

converted into excel reports 

 They offer regular updates and advice on driver legislation and any 
changes relevant to drivers in fleet.   

 2.3.6 Two main options considered for the funding of vehicles were lease and buy 
options.  The whole life appraisal of costs is described in Appendix 1.  In the 
contract hire option the vehicles are purchased by a lessor. Over the lease 
period the council pays the lessor fixed rentals for the use of those assets. At 
the end of lease the council can return the assets, extend the lease or 
purchase the assets. The options appraisal looked at Pros and Cons of 
contract hire and who this option might suit.  

  
2.3.7 External Borrowing as an option is where assets are purchased utilising 

external borrowing.  The options appraisal in appendix 1 compared costs 
using PWLB (Public Works Loan Board) borrowing compared to lease costs 
over the period. 

2.4 Review

2.4.1 The procurement activities leading up to a contract award are only the 
beginning; effective contract management is where many of the business 
benefits from the new fleet will be achieved.  Although the Contract Hire 
requires little internal expertise the contract with the successful supplier once 
agreed, needs to me managed and monitored on a quarterly basis.  



2.4.2 The Operational Manager in Community Services will manage the contract and 
ensure it is delivering what is set out in the contract.  There are a number of 
Performance Indicators built into the framework agreement, which will 
measure performance to ensure objectives are met.

3.0 Customer Satisfaction and Service

3.1 Public sector vehicles underpin the provision of public services, and more 
efficient operation of vehicles means the delivery of better services for 
Allerdale residents at a reduced cost and by limiting the impact of vehicles on 
the environment.  

3.2. Fleet acquisition best (or good) practice involves having a clear concept of the 
objectives of the business for the Council.  This means ‘running the right 
vehicles, for the right people at the right time and at the optimum cost’ within a 
recording system, which provides transparency and accountability. 

3.3 The procurement of contract hire means that downtime of vehicles will be 
reduced and that officers will have access to the right vehicles to ensure they 
can deliver services out in the community. 

4.0 Services Delivered as Locally as Possible

4.1 Social value has been included in the tender exercise.  In the environmental 
/social value method statement suppliers were requested to show how they 
would use local suppliers for supply and maintenance of vehicles to reduce 
environmental damage by reducing unnecessary journeys and to support local 
SMEs.

5.0 Finance/Resource Implications

5.1 The whole life cost of the winning supplier for a 5 year contract for supply and 
maintenance of 20 vehicles is £254,966.97 this is to ‘call off’ all vehicles in the 
specification.  Using a Framework agreement means we can call-off the 
requirement from the successful supplier as and when it is needed, less but 
not more than the number of vehicles we stipulate in the specification.  

5.2 The actual call off is likely to be 16 vehicles but the council will have additional 
capacity should services need additional vehicles.  Therefore the 5 year cost 
of the contract is £196,939.77. Some existing leases are in place for another 2 
years so these existing vehicles will remain until leases expire otherwise we 
would be liable for early surrender payments.  Asset Management Services 
also wish to keep a number of owned vehicles until 2019 as services are 
reviewed.  Depending on their requirements after 2019 will determine the 
number of vehicles they call off from the framework.  

5.3 Funding for the contract will be from the existing budgets for fleet.  A growth 
bid has been submitted by the Head of Service for Community Services who 



will oversee the fleet budget.  The additional funding is to replace owned 
vehicles.  The growth bid is for £11,245.   

6.0 Legal Implications and Risks

6.1 In deciding to use contract hire for the fleet there is a risk of discontinuation of 
services by the service provider which can cause disruptions in the day to day 
operations if the leasing contract is cancelled for any reason, the organisation 
may have to make heavy investments in vehicle purchases or temporary hire 
to ensure business continuity. 

6.2 In the options appraisal Capita identified that there is a potential saving to 
utilise PWLB borrowing for the vehicle acquisition rather than contract hire 
depending upon which vehicle is ordered. Using contract hire also means that 
the council would also miss out on any residual value there is in the vehicles 
at the end of the 3 or 5 year period.  However overall using contract hire the 
lessor carries most of the risks.  If the council lease separately it may be more 
cost effective but if the managed service is separate from the finance it will be 
less attractive to a provider.

6.3 The option of whether to buy vs lease needs to be considered alongside the 
additional risks and costs that the council would take on if it were to purchase 
and separate the supply of vehicles from maintenance.  If funding with PWLB 
borrowing the council would incur the additional costs of procuring the vehicle 
assets. The council would also carry the associated ownerships risks, namely 
in-life maintenance and asset disposal. This will mean that should the assets 
sell for less than the anticipated sales proceeds, there will be an adverse 
budget impact in 5 years’ time to the authority (and vice versa).  

6.4 Using a Contract Hire contract the managed service provider is taking the risk 
on the suitability and longevity of the use of the vehicle.  Having the supply 
and managing of the contract together however, allows the maximum 
opportunity for the provider and therefore the most attractive for potential 
providers. The council may not be an attractive customer if servicing and 
maintenance is separate from supply of vehicles for what is a relatively small 
fleet. 

6.5 On deciding whether to buy or lease it is as always striking a balance between 
what’s affordable, the best deal and what the provider needs to make the offer 
attractive and viable and there not always mutually agreeable.

6.6 There are a number of anticipated savings in the new contract.  There will be 
up to 3 electric vehicles deployed and newer vehicles are more energy 
efficient so this will reduce overall fuel usage.  At the moment the council is 
paying high maintenance costs for old owned vehicles.  There are also a 
number of costs that are not covered under existing leases that will be 
covered in the new contract hire maintenance such as ‘no quibble’ tyre 



change.  Many fleets have found savings in fuel costs and utilisation of 
vehicles when using telematics, avoiding down time, which is often a hidden 
cost of a poorly deployed fleet. 
   

6.7 Monitoring the total spend of fleet has been difficult when it has been across a 
number of departments and different budget codes.  All leases that are about 
to expire will move to the new provider and there will be one budget for all 
lease vehicles managed by the Head of Service for Community Services.  
This ensures less proliferation of spend and greater accountability.  

7.0 Recommendations

7.1 Recommend that the council leases the replacement fleet. This has been 
identified as the best funding option for the council when considering the risks 
of ownership.  Contract hire has been identified as the best way of meeting 
the council’s fleet requirements at this time.  The potential for fixed costs with 
minimal internal expertise is a key benefit for the council.  

7.2 Recommend that the Executive accepts the decision to award the Contract for 
white fleet vehicles to Supplier A, which was the highest scoring tenderer on 
price and quality.  The five year contract is valued at £196,939.77.

Paul Wood 
Head of Service, Customer, Transformation and Commissioning


